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Abstract

Multimodal data have the potential to explore emerging learning practices that

extend human cognitive capacities. A critical issue stretching in many multimodal

learning analytics (MLA) systems and studies is the current focus aimed at supporting

researchers to model learner behaviours, rather than directly supporting learners.

Moreover, many MLA systems are designed and deployed without learners' involve-

ment. We argue that in order to create MLA interfaces that directly support learning,

we need to gain an expanded understanding of how multimodal data can support

learners' authentic needs. We present a qualitative study in which 40 computer sci-

ence students were tracked in an authentic learning activity using wearable and static

sensors. Our findings outline learners' curated representations about multimodal data

and the non-technical challenges in using these data in their learning practice. The

paper discusses 10 dimensions that can serve as guidelines for researchers and

designers to create effective and ethically aware student-facing MLA innovations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

There has been a growing interest in exploiting digital traces that

learners leave behind while interacting with educational systems

through artificial intelligence (AI), big data (Daniel, 2015), and learning

analytics (Siemens, 2013) innovations. These innovations have been

designed for multiple educational purposes such as adapting instruc-

tion, personalizing feedback, provoking reflection, or generating

deeper understanding of learning processes (Lee et al., 2016; Viberg

et al., 2018). While important achievements have been obtained in

the last decades by mining data collected through online learning

activities (e.g., clickstreams and keystrokes; Li et al., 2016;

Mousavinasab et al., 2018), learning is ultimately a complex, multi-

modal process that involves linguistic, gestural, visual, and physical

interaction of learners with educational systems, learning artefacts,

learning space, peers, and educators (Kress, 2001; Oviatt et al., 2017;

Ritella & Hakkarainen, 2012).

It has been proposed that emerging multimodal learning analytics

(MLA) have the potential to enable the automated generation of

models that account for the complexity of the learning processes with

the purpose of providing real-time feedback or developing MLA inter-

faces (Blikstein, 2013; Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Drachsler &

Schneider, 2018; Mangaroska et al., 2019). For example, some MLA
[Corrections made on 08 March 2021, after first online publication: In-text citations for

Figures 1a, 1b, and 2 have been corrected to Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in this version.]
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studies have focused on modelling student gaze to identify group syn-

chrony as a proxy of collaboration effectiveness (Schneider, 2020) or

to orchestrate basic behaviour regulation (Mangaroska et al., 2018);

capturing physiological cues to investigate group regulation strategies

(Noroozi et al., 2019) and individual achievement (Pijeira-Díaz

et al., 2018); using computer vision systems to identify incorrect pos-

tures in healthcare training (Di Mitri, 2019); creating hand tracking

algorithms to predict group work quality (Spikol et al., 2018); and

using positioning trackers to identify teaching strategies in the physi-

cal classroom (Martinez-Maldonado, Schulte, et al., 2020).

Most of current MLA systems and studies are aimed at

supporting researchers to model learner behaviours (see reviews by

Crescenzi-Lanna, 2020; Di Mitri et al., 2018; Noroozi et al., 2019) or

offer technical infrastructures to interconnect sensors and systems

(Huertas Celdrán et al., 2020; Shankar et al., 2020, 2018). On the one

hand, some researchers attribute this dearth of actual MLA interfaces

for learners to the intrinsic complexity of multimodal data (Martinez-

Maldonado, Echeverria, et al., 2020; Worsley et al., 2016). Modelling

meaningful educational constructs (e.g., mind wandering [Bixler &

D'Mello, 2016]) from commonly intertwined data-markers (e.g., heart

rate, gaze, arousal) extracted from multiple streams of data is a diffi-

cult technical challenge (Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Oviatt

et al., 2018). Even if this modelling challenge gets solved, creating

MLA interfaces that could be understood and used to inform actions

of learners or educators is an additional human–computer interaction

challenge to be addressed (Martinez-Maldonado, Echeverria,

et al., 2020). On the other hand, most of the current learning analytics

solutions are developed without learner's or educator's involvement

in the design process (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019). This is why we

commonly witness outcomes from sub-optimal learning analytics

dashboard designs that have high potential to result in inadequate

tools hard to be adopted (e.g., see reviews by Bodily et al., 2018;

Matcha et al., 2019; Schwendimann et al., 2016). We argue that in

order to create MLA interfaces that directly support learning, we need

to gain an expanded understanding of how multimodal data can sup-

port learners' authentic needs.

This paper addresses the lack of research focused on under-

standing how learners perceive multimodal data and the learning

context in which MLA interfaces can be used. In particular, we pre-

sent perspectives of a computer science (CS) students, most of

whom have already incorporated some similar technology

(e.g., smart watch) for purposes different than learning into their

everyday life. Thus, as emerging learning technologies bring chal-

lenges and opportunities for interaction and communication in

numerous ways, empowering learners to become more conscious of

the impact these technologies have on their learning practices

becomes imperative. Moreover, technological innovations cause

learners to become more demanding, concerned, and critical

(Stephanidis et al., 2019), which is why learning analytics-based sys-

tems need to put more focus on human-centred design approaches

for building trustful and beneficial relationships with learners and

educators (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019).

We present a qualitative study with CS students who wore wear-

able sensors (e.g., wrist-mounted and head-mounted devices) while

engaged in a problem-solving task (i.e., a software programming task).

This study also used two sensors that were attached to the computer

screen: an eye-tracker and a web camera. We conducted 40 semi-

structured pairwise interviews to capture and analyse students' per-

ceptions, attitudes, and expectations regarding the impact and useful-

ness of multimodal data in teaching and learning. CS students were

asked to reflect on their first-hand experience in a multimodal learning

activity setup and to envisage potential applications of MLA innova-

tions. The interviews served to investigate the educational and ethical,

rather than the technical challenges associated with multimodal data.

This idea builds on George Siemens' hypothesis: ‘The most significant

challenges facing analytics in education are not technical. Concerns

about data quality, sufficient scope of the data captured to reflect

accurately the learning experience, privacy, and ethics of analytics are

among the most significant concerns’ (Siemens, 2013, p. 394). Conse-

quently, our work addresses the following research question ‘What

are the challenges and opportunities of multimodal data in human

learning from CS students' perspective?’. The contribution of the

paper is two-fold: (1) it reports CS students' perspectives describing

new and under-developed ideas about potential uses of multimodal

data in educational context; and (2) it advances the discussion on the

profound need of human-centred design approaches for educational

technologies aimed to embrace the complexity of learning

(Buckingham Shum et al., 2019).

2 | RELATED WORK

Our work focuses on the potential application of multimodal data in

the learning context, the need for human-centred design approaches

in educational technology, and the current open ethical and data pri-

vacy issues.

2.1 | Multimodal data and learning

Towards the end of the 20th century, educational research focused on

language as a prime medium of communication, and consequently of

learning and teaching; while gestures, actions, and images were consid-

ered to be an illustrative support (Kress, 2001). However, the multi-

modal nature of human learning (Jewitt, 2012; Wachsmuth

et al., 2008) has led gestures, actions, and visual communication to

evolve into articulated semiotic systems (Kress, 2001). This change

caused language to become one of the several modes which are used

for research and practice of learning and teaching. Multimodality in

learning focuses on the multiplicity of modes of communication

(e.g., text, image, speech, and haptics) that are active and observable

when learners exchange information and create meaning (Kress, 2001).

However, when there are hundreds of students in a classroom, not all

modes of communication and learner interactions can be easily observ-

able with the naked eye. Therefore, if we aim to gain further under-

standing how learners create meaning beyond language, we need to

extend the current research capacities with new technologies

(Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Ochoa, 2017; Oviatt et al., 2018).
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Interaction traces occurring across various modes of communica-

tion constitute what we refer to as multimodal data in this paper

(Järvelä et al., 2019). Multimodal data capture learning aspects

(e.g., mental effort, affective states) not easily observable with the

naked eye or through self-reported data, and can be collected in

unobtrusive (e.g., gaze data using eye-trackers) and non-invasive

(e.g., brain activity data using electroencephalogram) ways using sen-

sor technologies (e.g., eye-trackers) that monitor variations in different

modalities (Lazar et al., 2017).

There has been a progress in MLA for research purposes. For

example, Echeverria et al. (2019) used multimodal data

(e.g., physiological and proximity data) to visualize collaboration

aspects as a timeline of events to facilitate reflective learning in

healthcare simulation activities. Durall et al. (2015) used EEG data to

develop a reflective tool that learners can use to understand what

habits and mental states impact their learning performance. Moreover,

Hassib et al. (2017) developed a tool that uses EEG data for real-time

monitoring of audience engagement that is fed back to learners for

real-time reflection. McDuff et al. (2012) presented an interface that

acts as a reflection tool for monitoring users' valence, arousal and

engagement by combining audio, visual, physiological and contextual

data. Finally, Ochoa et al. (2018) proposed an automatic feedback sys-

tem on learners' presentation skills, by analysing multimodal data, that

is, data from posture, gaze, speech and the presentation slides.

Existing studies in MLA show a successful development of digital

learning technologies using multimodal data. However, it is still not

clear what the main implications of these tools are for directly

supporting learning, since (1) most of the tools have been tested in

experimental settings with a small number of learners; (2) learners

have not been consulted, neither before or after the design of such

tools; and (3) making-sense and interpreting the feedback was quite a

challenge or not tested. Thus, the work presented in this paper tackles

these issues by interviewing learners after having a first-hand experi-

ence in a multimodal learning activity to comprehend their views and

expectations regarding potential application of multimodal data in

education.

2.2 | Human-centred learning analytics

Despite the many benefits envisioned that multimodal data can bring

to education (Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Järvelä et al., 2019; Oviatt

et al., 2018), its effective use by learners and educators requires new

competencies (e.g., new knowledge and data/visualization literacy;

Reimann et al., 2015). Fundamental to these competences is learners'

ability to interpret, comprehend, and generate inference from analyt-

ics derived from multimodal data (Mangaroska & Giannakos, 2018;

Viberg et al., 2018). Moreover, learner involvement in the design and

development of learning technologies through needs analysis, prom-

ises to build a sense of ownership that fosters positive user accep-

tance (Norman & Draper, 1986). Thus, the adoption and effectiveness

of novel teaching and learning practices based on multimodal data

depend as much on learner involvement as on the need for knowledge

and skills.

Related research in learning analytics (LA) demonstrates a small

number of studies documenting learner involvement in the design pro-

cess (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019). In general, the role of learners has

been limited to participation in usability evaluations after deployment of

tools, such as learner involvement in evaluation of LA solutions

(Corrin & De Barba, 2015; Lim et al., 2019) or examination of ethical

issues and impact of an early warning dashboard (Sun et al., 2019). Less

studies are exploratory, including examination of features learners

expect from LA (Schumacher & Ifenthaler, 2018) or understanding the

LA potential for learners' success (Knight et al., 2016). Exploratory

research is instrumental in understanding the ‘why’ behind a system/

product, and it is meant to collect descriptive information about motiva-

tions, expectations, perceptions, or actions that can improve the under-

standing of something we want to develop, while avoiding the risk of

establishing weak concepts or missing to identify important factors.

Finally, few studies have reported learner engagement in LA design pro-

cesses (Chen & Zhu, 2019; Prieto-Alvarez et al., 2018; Rodríguez-Triana

et al., 2018). The literature on MLA shows that the field is relatively

young, so few studies have been undertaken from a human-centred

design perspective (Echeverria Barzola, 2020). Consequently, this paper

addresses this gap and builds on the emerging interest in generating

deeper understanding of learners' needs and expectations about multi-

modal data in educational contexts. We consider learners as the major

audience targeted to harvest the upcoming MLA benefits; thus, learners

should be involved in the design process of new learning technologies

to avoid sub-optimal outcomes that can result in inadequate tools used

by no one.

2.3 | Ethics, data privacy and pervasive
surveillance

Technological advances that made possible humans to learn every-

where and at any time across digital and physical settings, completely

changed the educational landscape (Blikstein & Worsley, 2016). This

change brought as many challenges as opportunities that continuously

raise questions about the identity trade we humans do for the inclu-

sion we aspire to Arora (2016). In this sense, the promise of learning

analytics to understand and optimize learning comes along with chal-

lenges about stereotyped identities, indirect pressures to perform

according artificially set indicators, possible discrimination of data sub-

jects, emergence of system identity (i.e., persons as dynamic clouds of

data), privacy and transparency, to name a few (Arora, 2016;

Drachsler & Greller, 2016). These issues have become more sensitive

with the emergence and collection of multimodal data (Drachsler &

Greller, 2016).

Multimodal data can intensify learners' vulnerabilities in the era

of pervasive surveillance (Prinsloo & Slade, 2016). Solove's (2005) tax-

onomy for privacy and vulnerability, should influence the LA research

community to define principles and practices for multimodal data col-

lection and processing to decrease the risks associated with misuse,

lack of transparency, misinterpretation, and erosion of contextual

integrity, that might result in stereotyping and discrimination

(Henman, 2004; Prinsloo & Slade, 2016). Moreover, multimodal data
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can further deteriorate power relations between learners and teachers

(Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). For example, neurologists and neuroscientist

have raised concerns about uses of brain recordings and potential

novel forms of discrimination that can emerge from the pressures to

expand sensory, cognitive and motor capacities (Wilson, 2002). In

sum, as with every emergent research area, MLA also requires a com-

munity approach into proposing practices for privacy such as data col-

lection, access, manipulation and processing, as well as development

of an ethical framework that will regulate the impact of surveillance,

power relations, and learners' identity as a temporal and context-

bound construct (Slade & Prinsloo, 2013).

3 | METHODS

This section presents the design of the study, the methods used to

collect and process the interview data, and the analysis approach to

address the issues discussed in Section 2.

3.1 | Design of the study

We designed and implemented a problem-solving learning task to col-

lect a fine-grained multimodal data set. The focus of the study was

two-fold: (1) data-driven focus, that is, exploring what MLA can best

describe cognitive, affective, and behavioural states of CS students;

and (2) learner-driven focus, that is, understanding CS students' per-

ceptions and expectations about the potential application and impact

of multimodal data in a learning-context. Before conducting the study,

ethics approval was granted from NSD—Norwegian Center for

Research Data. The study consisted of three phases, set-up and cali-

bration of sensor devices, a problem-solving task, and a pairwise inter-

view, as shown in Figure 1. Four sensor devices were used during the

experiment: a Tobii X3-120 eye-tracker placed on the bottom of the

computer screen, a LogiTech web camera placed on the top of the

computer screen, an Empatica E4 wrist-mounted sensor, and an

ENOBIO head-mounted EEG cap with a 20-channel ENOBIO device.

The duration of the study was 1 h for each participant plus 15 min for

calibration and set-up of the sensor devices. The set-up of the study

is depicted in Figure 2.

The focus of this paper is the interview phase which covers the

learner-driven focus of the study. To examine participants

understanding in relation to multimodal data and its implicated values

(Friedman & Kahn Jr, 2003), we developed a semi-structured inter-

view protocol. This consisted of a brief retrospective ‘journey’ of the
overall experience, and a prospective evaluation of participants'

expectations about multimodal data (Creswell & Creswell, 2017). The

generated raw data from the sensor devices was not displayed to the

participants during the task, nor were any type of analytics. However,

each participant was introduced to the raw data during the calibration

and set-up of the sensor devices, following a walk-through of the par-

ticular data streams (e.g., electrophysiological activity of the brain,

gaze data, and physiological data such as heart rate). The used walk-

through protocol is presented in Appendix A of this paper.

3.2 | Participants and procedure

During January 2019, we organized a study at a contrived computer

lab at Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU),

Trondheim, Norway, with 40 students (8 females and 32 males), age

F IGURE 1 Study design: the three
phases of the study [Correction made on
08 March 2021, after first online
publication: Caption for Figure 1 has been
corrected in this version] [Colour figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 2 Study design: the study set-up [Correction made on
08 March 2021, after first online publication: Caption for Figure 2 has
been corrected in this version] [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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between 20 and 25 (M = 22.1, SD = 1.46), recruited via a mailing list.

Students were recruited from all study years from the CS major. CS

students are learners that have access to similar technology through

science projects at the university, as well as opportunities to incorpo-

rate similar technology, such as smart watch, for other purposes than

learning into their everyday life. Therefore, these are particular type

of students that do not represent the average learner. All participants

received a gift voucher for participating in the experiment. The study

ran for a week—a total of 20 non-repeat sessions where each session

had two students at a time in the computer lab, on two separate com-

puters, for the entire study. The participants were instructed not to

talk to each other during phase two, which was verified through the

videos recorded with the cameras.

The study consisted of three phases (Figure 1). Phase one lasted

for 15 min and included calibration and set-up of sensor devices,

including a walk-through of the particular data streams (e.g., electro-

physiological activity of the brain, hearth rate, electrodermal activity).

Phase two covered the problem-solving task for which we allocated

45 min. The pairwise interview was the last phase with duration of

15 min, and was conducted in person right after the participants fin-

ished the task. Each participant was asked to respond to all questions

from the interview protocol. Once a question was asked by the princi-

pal researcher, the two participants at the time, took turns to answer

the same question. We used the same study set-up for the interviews

for several reasons. First, pairs could facilitate more discussion at a simi-

lar level of interests with less cues from the researcher (Lewis, 1992;

McLafferty, 2004). Second, when generating insights for designing

learning technologies for collective use, discussing and sharing individ-

ual experiences could facilitate collective thinking (Simonsen &

Robertson, 2012). Group interviews may have limitation of one partici-

pant dominating the interview, indicating potential threat to validity. To

avoid this, the researcher was responsible for creating supportive, bal-

anced, and non-threatening atmosphere (Basch, 1987). Finally, after

debugging a code for 45 min, this set-up could trigger relaxed and

enjoyable experience for our participants.

3.3 | Interview protocol

Table 1 shows the outline of the interview protocol, including the con-

text from which the interview questions were generated. The

interview questions frame of reference comes from the existing litera-

ture in LA and MLA (Azevedo, 2015; Beattie et al., 2014; Blikstein &

Worsley, 2016; Järvelä et al., 2019; Pardo & Siemens, 2014; Slade &

Prinsloo, 2013), and the forthcoming challenges of technological evo-

lution addressed by Stephanidis et al. (2019). Finally, to support repli-

cation, scientific comparison, and alternative contextualisation, we

developed the interview protocol along the lines of Greller and

Drachsler (2012)'s LA framework.

We used the retrospective interview technique to empower par-

ticipants to objectify their experience in a larger context of teaching

and learning, underlying their needs and values as learners

(Hassenzahl & Sandweg, 2004; Yue et al., 2014). We started by asking

the participants how comfortable they felt with the wearable devices.

Then, we asked them to reflect on their attitudes about multimodal

data in the particular learning activity, to understand how they per-

ceive what constitutes multimodal data. Finally, we asked them who

should have access to the data, and whether and with whom they are

willing to share their own data. The interview continued with ques-

tions asking participants to conceptualize learning situations where

multimodal data can support them, either in collocated or distributed

learning settings. We wanted to examine if any tensions exist

between participants' expectations, and the potential challenges asso-

ciated with multimodal data (Davis & Nathan, 2015). Next, we asked

participants how a combination of multimodal data and log data

(i.e., traces of their online behaviour) can be used to develop multi-

modal innovations (e.g., multimodal interfaces, cognition-aware sys-

tems). Finally, we wanted to know if participants saw any limitations

regarding implementation or functionality of multimodal data.

3.4 | Data analysis

Interviews were audio-recorded, fully transcribed, and imported into

NVivo 12. We applied an elicitation technique in a systematic manner

and conducted a thematic analysis on the interview recordings following

Braun and Clarke's (2006) six-step framework. Unlike many qualitative

methodologies, this analysis is not tied to a particular epistemological or

theoretical perspective (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). Because the nature

of the study was exploratory, so was the analysis; thus, we did not test

any framework or impose existing scheme, but used an inductive

approach and looked for themes that emerged from the text (Braun &

Clarke, 2006). The interviews were divided between two researchers,

who independently reviewed each transcript. After the individual cod-

ing process, the researchers met and settled any differences in the

coded transcripts to achieve reliability and trustworthiness (Morse

et al., 2002). We achieved high inter-rater reliability (Cohen's k = 0.74).

In total, 174 coded nodes were generated, which led to 6 themes and

28 unique codes. Most coded nodes are associated with one theme,

but some are associated with more than one theme. Table 2 displays

the identified 28 unique codes.

In the second part of the analysis, we used a paper-based affinity

diagramming (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997) on the coded nodes to

arrange the insights about multimodal data. The initial 174 coded

nodes were clustered in 28 unique codes, which represent the most

TABLE 1 Overview of the interview protocol

Interview phase Retrospective Prospective

Guiding question How was it? How should it be?

Elicitation mode Reflective observation Abstract

conceptualisation

Context (1) Comfort of

wearable sensors; (2)

the learning activity

(individual attitudes);

(3) multimodal data

(access, users)

(1) Learners'

expectations in

learning situations;

(2) multimodal data

and activity data; (3)

potential limitations

of multimodal data
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important concepts in the data set. The same 174 coded nodes were

written on paper notes and clustered according to the similarities they

shared on a topic. Affinity diagramming was applied to systematize

and group learners' perceptions and expectations under practical

design implications, discussed through 10 dimensions (shown in

Figure 3) that extend the current MLA design knowledge.

4 | RESULTS

The first three themes originate from learners' reflections on their

overall experience, while the second set of three themes originate

from learners' vision about potential applications of multimodal data

in education. At the end of this section, we present a visualization that

illustrates how CS students' ideas can be framed in 10 dimensions that

were explored throughout the six themes.

4.1 | Theme 1: Degree of intrusiveness of
wearable technology

When it comes to wearable devices, the state of physical ease and

freedom from unpleasant sensations or constraints, were reported by

all 40 participants as important features that need to be considered in

educational research and practice. Following this, none of the partici-

pants expressed discomfort with the wristband sensor.

However, the majority of the participants (30 in total) expressed

discomfort wearing the EEG cap. Their experience ranged from feeling

slightly distracted (−P23: ‘At the start was OK, but later on, when you

start to move your head you kind of begin to feel all those tiny

needles’), to irritation (−P12: ‘It was kind of annoying, I started to feel

like scratching my back head, but then I thought “I cannot move, it will

get sloppy data”, so I tried not to think about it’), headache, and even

pain for some of the participants (−P01: ‘It was painful, I could not

stop thinking about it! I am not used to be in pain while coding, so I

wanted to complete the assignment as fast as possible’). From those

10 participants that reported wearing the EEG cap to cause no

unpleasant sensations, seven reported that they would not mind

wearing it once a week for an hour to generate data if it is required

from the instructor, while three reported that the ear electrode was

the only part from the EEG equipment that caused them discomfort.

The lack of freedom and flexibility to move during the computer-

mediated learning activity was a big issue (−P15: ‘The only thing that

irritated me was not moving when I'm coding. This affected my atten-

tion a bit’). The participants expressed that the rigid feeling they expe-

rienced when coding is far from their natural setting that they are

used to when learning programming, and this change is annoying.

However, beyond the intrusion of the learning space CS students are

used to, some participants (10 in total) expressed willingness to wear

the equipment if they can help instructors to design better assign-

ments or a study curriculum.

4.2 | Theme 2: Opportunities and challenges for
computing education

All participants were familiarized with and understood the physiologi-

cal data, as most of them own a smartwatch and monitor their heart

rate during physical activities. However, most of the participants had

never engaged with gaze data, nor had they been familiar with EEG

data (i.e., the brain wave frequencies), with the exception of three

master students who had experience working on Virtual Reality pro-

jects. Adding to this, some participants expressed that researchers use

EEG the same way as eye tracking devices, for example, −P10: ‘captur-
ing and measuring attention, but instead of observing your eyes, the

researcher observes your brain activity’.
In general, almost all participants expressed positive attitudes

towards the opportunities multimodal data might enable for

TABLE 2 The 28 unique codes under the six themes

Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme 3

Level of comfort wearing sensor Type of sensors and data Wrong conduct and data-profiting

Flexibility when wearing sensors Increase motivation and engagement Unequal power relations

How wearables affect learning Capturing pitfalls, misconceptions, and

tracking performance

Access to data—what, when, who

Data literacy skills Regulations for storing/using data

Incentives to use MLA Constantly and pervasively surveilled

Theme 4 Theme 5 Theme 6

Reflection and monitoring of progress Reasons to use MLA in education Merging learning technologies

Cognition, affect, and behaviour of individuals Users and uses of MLA Adaptation to individuality

Identify areas for improvement Plan, design, and adapt curricula,

assignments and exams

Organize and optimize considering cognition,

affect and behaviour

Support learning not just passing a course/

getting a good grade

Effect of individual differences on learning Personalized smart apps

Personalize feedback, instruction and scaffolds Set the right feedback loop External factors that affectlearning
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computing education –P03: ‘It would be useful if there is some way

of categorising the types of debugging problems which cause more

frustration and especially the type of problems that actually cause you

to give up’; −P39: ‘It is a good idea if you could use it for self-

diagnosis when you are struggling and you cannot understand why

you are not able to solve the task’; −P11: ‘Tracking your errors, perfor-

mance, and skills development in different programming environ-

ments, and reflecting on the same patterns along those environments

can help you improve and become more efficient’. Another interesting
suggestion was using multimodal data for motivational support. For

example –P09 expressed this as follows: ‘If I feel like I am gonna give

up, I would like to see my data, like how far I can go before I give up,

so then maybe I will find a way to push myself and not give up quickly

due frustration or confusion’.
Interestingly, awareness and recognition of cognitive and affec-

tive states during debugging were highlighted by learners as impor-

tant constructs that multimodal data can help educators with, to

design interventions and improvements that can increase engage-

ment in computer-mediated learning activities. For example, P01

explained: ‘If you can collect data on how I debug and you can

observe when I have entered the unproductive phase, then you can

give me a hint if I should take a break or change the task’. –P03 also

mentioned the following: ‘I think that by measuring the [cognitive]

load, you can observe what is overloading your brain and then find

ways to use it as an input for feedback. It is easy to be overloaded

or feel lost if you are thinking in a single way but with the right feed-

back you can change the way you work through the problems and

that can really help’.
From all data streams that we collected with the various sensor

devices, gaze data were recognized by almost all participants, as the

most applicable data that could help students to learn programming

(−P37: ‘Gaze data can show me if I look 60% of the time into the

wrong parts of the code which might be a reason for my under-per-

formance’). Gaze data have been used in the literature to observe tra-

jectories when students write a code or debug a code and what

transitions mark a successful behaviour (−P12: ‘I think eye tracking

can clearly show how we are thinking based on how we are

approaching the problems and from where on the screen to where

our gaze is moving, which we may not consider it when we are doing

it ourselves’). However, the use of gaze data to generate and present

automatic and actionable feedback in real time is still an open

research challenge. Related to this opportunity, −P01 requested the

following: ‘I want automatic [personalised] feedback from tracking my

eyes, such as hints on where I haven't looked, because you usually get

stuck in looking at the same things making the same patterns, and this

is difficult to notice it on your own’.
Fifteen participants pointed out to the usage of physiological

data, in particular, monitoring stress from heart rate, as a possible solu-

tion that could help them alleviate frustration by ‘escaping’ earlier

when they were stuck in coding without progress. Participants also

highlighted the possible usage of brain activity data, but only for class-

room lectures (e.g., −P18: ‘In my opinion, these caps make sense for

the whole class to put it on, and the teachers can see what kind of

lectures are the best for the whole class. This might help teachers to

do the most efficient kind of teaching. I am not sure if using it to per-

sonalise learning is the way to go’). Importantly, none of the partici-

pants mentioned any possibilities they could anticipate from using the

facial expressions data from the videos.

Finally, few participants expressed some concerns regarding mul-

timodal data. Five of the participants raised a concern that multimodal

data collection is time consuming and expensive, and instructors

might lack incentives to see the value of using it (e.g., −P22: ‘Teachers
won't earn anything from this; this type of data cost extra time and

money, and universities will need extra teachers and extra research

on how to use it’). Moreover, one concern that was raised by some

of the participants (seven in total) regarding the multimodal data

streams is the applicability of the average, that is, ‘for most of the

students’, as we all approach to problem solving differently, so what

works for some might not work for others. At the end, some partici-

pants (eight in total) expressed doubts regarding data validity

(e.g., −P30: ‘If you move, the data will get blurred and it won't have

the value you want to have, so the analytics will be biased; students

might be difficult to deal with if they have to learn in restrained

conditions’).

4.3 | Theme 3: Ethics, data privacy and pervasive
surveillance

This theme elicited from the participants' strong views on who should

have access and who should use their data. Most of the participants

(28 in total) conveyed positive statements towards sharing their data

with educators, only if it is anonymous and aggregated. Moreover,

some participants (15 in total) expressed their concerns regarding

potential power issues (−P17: ‘I feel if my teacher knows too much,

he has the power to use it against me’), and diminished agency (−P02:

‘If the teacher has all the data for every student individual, at every

moment, it would be quite easy to manipulate people with that infor-

mation’). This suggests that learners perceived multimodal data to be

a potential source of unequal power relations between educators and

learners.

Other participants (10 in total) were not comfortable to share their

data at all (e.g., −P19: ‘I wouldn't like the professor to know that I have

done nothing for his assignment. It makes me feel uncomfortable’). For
example, P36 explicitly expressed concerns regarding the kind of data

that can be captured via wearable sensors compared to clickstreams, as

follows: ‘I feel like it is a sort of a violation someone to have all of my

data. It is very invasive. I know I cannot stop Google to gather my data,

but for sure I will have a say whether the school can have my biodata’.
Thus, some participants pointed out that they would prefer to manage

and curate their own data (−P45: ‘If I have the tools that collect and

analyse the data, I would collect everything myself, and make sure that

everything I do is optimal’). One participant even suggested a volunteer-

based test group consisting of students who like to share their data, so

educators can put in a group to test the planned course assignments

and exams (−P25: ‘I would say that it would be nice to have a control
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group of volunteers that actually want to do this and look through the

exercises before the beginning of a semester, so that the professor can

identify and fix the problems instead of asking for my data’). Almost all

participants indicated that individual physiological data should be used

only by the individual from whom the data were collected for monitor-

ing their own emotions, performance, and progress. This suggests that

each data stream needs to be treated differently from a privacy point

of view, since some can point at constructs that may be unrelated to

the learning task at hand.

Strong arguments were raised by several participants (eight in

total) regarding potential data-profiting given the amount of fine-

grained physiological markers being pervasively captured via sensors.

For example, P38 stated the following: ‘The bad thing about selling

your data is that the more people have your data the more you are

exposed and unsafe. And this data you collect is very personal’.
Related to this, P36 said: ‘If someone is profiting off, I am not okay

with it. But if they do it, I would rather them doing it safely’. Ten par-

ticipants made an interesting note regarding possible misuse of data,

as well as being able to have a wider overview of the learning experi-

ence (e.g., –P13: ‘As long as the professor has the data from everyone

in the course, and not just from individuals who can have a bad day or

be amenable to horrible weather conditions or lectures early in the

morning, can use it as aggregated data to make changes in the course;

otherwise, he will probably use non-representative data to make

changes’).
Finally, a small number of participants (five in total) expressed

their concern about being ‘watched’ (e.g., −P01: ‘I am getting a little

bit paranoid thoughts about it, because there is a lot of personal data

that can be tracked and misused’ and –P02: ‘I don't like someone to

know absolutely everything about me. I am not comfortable being

watched. I want my own privacy’. These statements revealed a very

important ethical implication about the assumption that all data cap-

tured from learners is relevant for learning, which is not true for

multimodal data.

4.4 | Theme 4: Learning how to improve your
learning using analytics

Participants communicated a wide range of ideas how analytics

from multimodal data can assist them to improve the way they

learn; for example, by identifying areas of improvement (−P07: ‘I
think having analytics can help me improve the way I learn because

I can use it as a troubleshooting process’); by focusing on meta-

cognitive aspects (−P22: ‘These data might help students to focus

on learning not just passing the subjects’), and by helping them to

reflect on their learning strategies (−P37 stated: ‘If [analytics] it con-
tributes to realise what you are doing wrong or what you are doing

right, maybe you can change the way you learn and apply it to other

subjects’). Moreover, learners identified potential solutions based

on multimodal data for detecting mind wandering (e.g., −P14: ‘I like
to know where my mind wanders, like when my eyes are not really

focusing on the letters or if I am looking somewhere else, and how

to get my attention back on the task at hand’), and data triangula-

tion (e.g., −P30: ‘Analytics can be a combination of all these data

streams, so that teachers can avoid fake effects or assumptions they

have from exams’).
It is no surprise that the learners (22 in total) were aware of their

emotions when learning, and quite often they pointed out that multi-

modal data could help them manage and control their own emotions

(e.g., −P05: ‘If I know what is stressing me up when learning (e.g., lack

of sleep, poor organisation, bad planning) I can turn around the way I

think and approach learning’), or stress levels (e.g., −P15: ‘A stress

development over a semester could be useful to observe my spikes—

whether they are towards the end of all courses or my work load was

balanced over the semester. Then, I can base the rhythm in which I

study the best for the next semester’). Other learners believed that

analytics could help learners and their instructors monitor and manage

emotions, so that learners could stay engaged (e.g., −P26: ‘Most of the

time I don't realise when I am irritated and I suddenly give up. Maybe

my phone can send me notifications to cool down’).
However, some participants (11 in total) expressed worries

about the pressure that comes with being able to know everything

about their performance, but not being able to interpret the col-

lected data. For example, P06 suggested that she would need scaf-

folding to interpret her data: ‘I don't know what to do with those

numbers. What if I am confused?! Someone needs to tell me what

to do when I am confused, not just that I am confused’. Moreover,

these students also were concerned about how they could use the

analytics to take an action and proceed further (e.g., −P29: ‘It is

more about politics right now. Schools support the ones who are

not that great, and they don't care helping better students to

become even better’). All these statements showed that learners

find analytics from multimodal data to be a valid indicator to inform

reflection, awareness, and monitoring progress, but data-driven

actions via multimodal data were not identified to lead to straight-

forward benefits.

4.5 | Theme 5: Academic improvement actions

The majority of the participants (38 in total) envisaged that a key

use of multimodal data is for educators to improve their teaching

practices (e.g., lecturing, designing assignments, planning the course,

and designing the classroom lectures); in other words, to improve

the orchestration of learning activities. Hence, this theme relates to

the educator's use of multimodal data as a support tool (1) to assist

learners to improve their learning practices; (2) to identify content

and course problems for design refinements; and (3) to reflect on

their own teaching choices and fine-tune them accordingly. Data

from eye-tracking, for example, can help educators to understand

where students are looking when working on assignments and how

much time they spend on particular concepts (e.g., −P11: ‘Eye-
tracking can be beneficial because it can help teachers to study

which parts of the curriculum are troubling and use that data to

design lectures that focus on those aspects’), in order to implement
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data-driven changes and optimize the level of difficulty, or design

assignments in a different way.

Some participants (12 in total) suggested that educators could

use the insights from learner engagement metrics to improve teaching

(e.g., −P03: ‘Teachers can categorise the types of problems which many

students find complex and difficult to understand, and use this data to

better scale teaching concepts, avoiding potential gaps in knowledge or

leading students to easily give up’); while others highlighted the effect

of individual differences on performance (e.g., −P17: ‘The teacher should

use my data when I am struggling; to observe the way I am trying to

find a solution, because trying to solve a problem is personal and

depends on experience, and is the most difficult part to teach. It is

highly contextual and individualized’). The ‘one-size-fits-all’ teaching

approach is not alien to learners, nor are learners completely detached

from the idea about personalisation in a learning context.

Next, eight participants proposed educators to use multimodal

data as a motivation tool (e.g., −P09: ‘When I don't know how to solve

a problem, sometimes I loose interest and I give up. Maybe the

teacher can motivate me to push myself further’). Moreover, the

majority of participants (29 in total) envisaged that multimodal data

can best help educators inside the classroom, to map the general

awareness of the audience, especially when there are hundreds of

students attending a lecture (e.g., −P10: ‘The teacher can see how

people respond to the explanations he/she gives in class’; and –P13:

‘Data from the brain activity can tell the teacher when students are

tired or how concentrated they are on particular parts of the lecture’).
Participants also shared an interesting observation about lecture

attendance, as expressed by P09: ‘although lecture halls are full, half

of the students are usually sleeping, and the other half is not receptive

because they are either bored or their mind wanders’. Hence, partici-

pants suggested educators to use multimodal data to explore atten-

tion. For example, P20 explained: ‘when students' brain is active or

not so that the teacher is aware what kind of lectures are good

for morning and what are better for the afternoon classes’. P38

also explained the following: ‘If every student is phasing out after

30 minutes, then the teacher should try to get the attention with

something else, maybe a quiz or switch to an easy topic’. One student

(P33) even associated the potential use of multimodal data with her

teaching experience: ‘When I was a student assistant, I wished I could

have a button, so that students could click when they understand or

not, and when numbers spike I might be able to do something about it

in real-time’. These ideas can be linked back to theme 2—that data

from EEG device make most sense to be applied for classroom activi-

ties, such as lectures; although it is contradictory with the statements

in theme 1, about the level of intrusiveness of an EEG cap. This also

suggests that some participants might have overlooked to understand

the potential application of EEG for a single individual.

4.6 | Theme 6: Re-thinking learning

Radical ideas and change require rethinking of goals and strategies.

Thus, this theme depicts the envisioned future where technology

aligns with human cognitive architecture (i.e., our limited working

memory that deals with conscious activities and the unlimited long-

term memory that stores our knowledge) to optimize the quality and

quantity of knowledge transfer and retention. A very common

answer among participants was identification of unproductive phases

and frustration in real time; thus, getting alert notifications on your

phone to take a break or engage in a different activity. Not so com-

mon idea was that of a system based on physiological data metrics

that notices when a learner loses attention, and triggers a pop-up

message to get the learner's attention back by offering a personalized

feedback.

Some participants (18 in total) pointed out to a failure in current

learning tools/systems to consider the influence of external factors on

student learning, such as light, temperature, weather, sleep and nutri-

tion. For example, −P37 stated the following: ‘when I go to a lecture,

it is more about my day-to-day things rather than just a very specific

information presented on that lecture that affect my concentration.

So, my pulse and my brain activity is affected by private issues or lack

of sleep, which is more important in my opinion’. Similarly, P33

explained: ‘Sleep and social skills are just a few of the things I am

struggling with. I would like data to tell me what I am bad at, like

scheduling, organising, eating healthy, or lack of sleep’. Learners'

expectations for acknowledging the influence of external factors on

their well-being and learning, suggest a new opportunity for MLA, one

that can lead towards development of more comprehensive learner

models.

Fifteen participants let their imagination and needs to reach a

whole new level, by envisioning development of cognition-aware sys-

tems. These systems should follow learners' physiological data, learn-

ing progress, and habits, and align all of that with their goals and

needs, in order to support them in organizing and optimizing their

day-to-day activities (e.g., −P24: ‘It's like a guided assistant; it knows

your workflow and it can suggest new things to do, new methods to

try, and you can experience more based on your alertness’, and –

P38: ‘Look what data say about you—if you are better spending time

on homework or going to the gym. After all, it is as much about the

quality of the work as it is about your own happiness’). Finally, five
participants raised a concern that cognition-aware systems might

promote routine and reduce creativity (e.g., −P24: ‘Envisioning future

with multimodal data might lead to more routines in life, and I won't

use it to create a routine for myself’, and –P02: ‘You will know

everything and you might achieve a more fulfilling life because

everything will fit perfectly, but I think we will get bored very fast’).
Routine and reduced creativity is something that has been barely

discussed in MLA; thus, hearing it from learners suggests that MLA

community needs to consider it when designing emerging learning

technologies.

4.7 | Emerging dimensions

CS students' perceptions and expectations have been summarized in

10 dimensions (please see Figure 3), that were identified using affinity
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diagram technique on the coded nodes from the interview data. Dur-

ing the thematic analysis, we used open coding (we did not have any

pre-set codes) and generated 174 coded nodes. These initial

174 coded nodes were later clustered into 28 unique codes (shown in

Table 2), which represent the most important concepts in the data set.

The 28 unique codes (which contain all 174 initial coded nodes) hel-

ped us to identify the six themes, that is, the patterns that express

what is the most significant about the data. Considering the six

themes, the unique codes, and the frequency of the coded nodes in

the interview data, we visually present 10 dimensions (shown in

Figure 3) that can support researchers to examine the aspects which

CS students deem as important for designing human-centered MLA

tools, interfaces, systems and methods. The mapping between the six

themes and the 10 dimensions is presented in Appendix B. Most of

the unique codes are associated with one dimension, although some

are associated with two dimensions.

These dimensions can act as a springboard that can lead the

design of future learning technologies to undertake a human-

centred design perspective. The 10 dimensions are: (1) objective—

reasons why we need to design a specific learning technology;

(2) context—whether the learning technology is intended for individ-

uals, group, or as a classroom tool, in a physical or digital settings;

(3) Instruments what tools and sensor devices are appropriate for:

individual activities, collaborative tasks, or lectures; (4) content—

what factors affect learning, performance, and outcomes that we

should account for; (5) engagement—what causes a learner to be

engaged or disengaged in a learning task; (6) internal limitations—

knowledge and skills that learners and educators have or lack;

(7) teacher inquiry educators' competences to use data to improve

teaching, orchestration, and pedagogical intent; (8) external limita-

tions—ethical and data privacy issues; (9) data—type of data to be

collected, data quality and relevance, access to and usage of data;

and (10) future learning—latent factors and learners' expectations for

emerging learning technologies. These 10 dimensions should wel-

come more productive reflections and actions when exploring

learners' needs and expectations in the design process, and serve as

guidelines for researchers and designers to create effective and ethi-

cally aware student-facing MLA innovations.

5 | DISCUSSION

Our work highlights the profound need for a human-centred per-

spective in the design of learning technologies, because technology

exists to support human skills and ingenuity, and not the other way

around (Gill, 2012). On the one hand, the motivation for our work

emerged from the increased interest in multimodal data as a power-

ful source of real-time information that links cognitive, affective,

motivational and metacognitive states of learners (Azevedo, 2015),

and as such, have a potential to augment human cognition (Schmidt

et al., 2011). On the other hand, new technologies bring more

opportunities and challenges, driving learners to be more demand-

ing, concerned and critical, which is why learning analytics

researchers need human-centred design approaches to build trustful

and beneficial relationships (Stephanidis et al., 2019). Building the

discussion around Figure 3 aims to emphasize the connections

between the dimensions, which are represented as if they are all

joining the streets of a city, establishing relevant pointers for what is

appropriate and ethically necessary when designing learning tech-

nologies, rather than efficient and profitable, no matter how attrac-

tive the economic argument might be. These dimensions represent a

driving force of the creative thought itself, with a strong emphasis

F IGURE 3 Visualization of the CS students' ideas elaborated throughout the six themes and framed in 10 dimensions [Correction made on 08
March 2021, after first online publication: Figure 3 was omitted and has been reinstated in this version.] [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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on interaction, communication, and meaning, to model human natu-

ral behaviour and communication within contexts, so that we design

MLA tools and interfaces that are more intuitive (physically, percep-

tually, cognitively and emotionally) and freer of technology-induced

distractions (Oviatt, 2006). Moreover, these dimensions also control

how human values will be implicated in the design of learning tech-

nologies, to create learning conditions that support psychological

well-being, autonomy, learner identity, diversity and universal usabil-

ity (Friedman & Kahn Jr, 2003).

It is not surprising that CS students understand the holistic and

complex nature of learning, and seek for acknowledgement of fac-

tors that directly and indirectly affect their well-being, progress, per-

formance and learning. As shown in Figure 3, internal factors of the

content dimension represent students' prior knowledge and their

kaleidoscope of goals, such as learning goals, personal goals, social

goals and so on. According to Roschelle (1997), ‘learning proceeds

primarily from prior knowledge, and only secondarily from the pres-

ented materials’ (p. 1). Therefore, neglecting prior knowledge can

cause students to lose interest (Tobias, 1994), develop misconcep-

tions (Mladenovic et al., 2016), or learn something opposed to the

educator's intentions (Roschelle, 1997). Moreover, the criticism of

past research on goal-directed behaviour in educational psychology

(Boekaerts et al., 2006) raised the awareness that achievement goals

are only a fraction of the goals students bring and seek in the learn-

ing settings. Thus, examining the patterns that students have

established between achievement and non-achievement goals, can

increase the understanding of what goals give meaning, purpose,

and direction to students' actions in diverse learning settings

(Boekaerts et al., 2006).

CS students also emphasized that external factors such as

weather, lack of sleep, or poor nutrition, are some of the factors that

affect their learning and performance by influencing their well-being.

For a moment, taking into account external factors might seem

unimportant in a learning context, but living in a world where technol-

ogy is omnipresent, students feel empowered to demand new tech-

nologies that can ensure and enhance the human well-being. Human

well-being is one of the seven forthcoming human–computer interac-

tion Grand Challenges for living and interacting in technology-

augmented environments (Stephanidis et al., 2019); thus, learners are

entitled to ask for learning systems (Bosch et al., 2015) that are bene-

ficial to humans, endorsing their values and expectations, and facilitat-

ing their well-being. Therefore, during the interviews, many CS

students shared their expectations for smart learning assistant applica-

tions and cognition-aware systems of the future learning dimension, that

can assist them to organize and align their day-to-day-activities with

their cognitive capacities and emotional states. CS students believe

that research should consider the connection between the increased

availability of affordable and accurate wearable sensor devices with the

need for personalized and adaptive learning technologies, to further

develop our educational systems by improving quality and outcomes,

as well as eliminating structural barriers and inequalities

(Banathy, 1991). However, our participants expressed concerns that

future learning technologies, which are heavily dependent on

multimodal data, might bring routine and diminish the creativity in find-

ing solutions on their own, particularly when an individual does know

everything about oneself at every moment.

The need for recognition and inclusion of external factors in

future learning technologies plays an important role in the connection

between the content and the instrument dimensions. The instrument

dimension represents different types of tools that can measure cogni-

tive, behavioural, and emotional aspects of individuals (such as atten-

tion, stress, cognitive load, frustration, boredom, and confusion)

caused by a combination of factors, including internal and external

factors as presented in the content dimension. Moreover, a very

important consideration when it comes to an instrument selection is

the requirement for avoiding unpleasant sensations, as reported by

the students in the interviews. This is aligned with the prospective

usefulness of eye-trackers and wrist-mounted sensors in educational

technology research (Calvo & D'Mello, 2010; Was et al., 2016). This

also suggests the need for more research focused on affective wear-

ables (Picard & Healey, 1997) that are flexible, easy to manipulate,

and painless (Bonato, 2003; Olguín Olguín, 2011; Poh et al., 2010).

Furthermore, while different methods/tools (e.g., think-alouds,

pre-tests/post-tests, and self-reported questionnaires) have been

practised in the past to measure cognition, affect, motivation and

metacognition (Azevedo, 2015), multimodal analytics researchers are

demonstrating that sensor devices can measure in real time, more

accurately and in an objective way, various cognitive, behavioural and

emotional states of learners (Blikstein & Worsley, 2016; Ochoa, 2017;

Oviatt et al., 2018).

As learning is a complex process (Van Merriënboer &

Kirschner, 2017) and a process that ‘emerges’ (Jacobson

et al., 2016); we need sophisticated instruments to generate more

nuanced understanding of its complexities. At present, researchers

have been utilizing eye-trackers, cameras, and wearable devices

presented in the instrument dimension to generate multimodal

data highlighted in the data dimension. Using these devices,

researchers can collect data such as heart rate, gaze, electrophysio-

logical activity of the brain, or facial expressions data, to study and

model learning strategies (Mangaroska et al., 2018; Worsley &

Blikstein, 2015), to predict high-level constructs such as learner

attention and engagement (Chan et al., 2020), to design multi-

modal learning interfaces (Echeverria et al., 2019), or to generate

insights about teaching at a more fine-grained levels (Martinez-

Maldonado, Echeverria, et al., 2020; Martinez-Maldonado, Schulte,

et al., 2020; Prieto et al., 2018).

The connection between the data, the context, and the instru-

ment dimension emphasizes that choosing the instruments to collect

data from learners in various learning settings (e.g., physical and digi-

tal environments) requires a careful consideration of the context

dimension, the degree of intrusiveness and invasiveness of the

selected instruments, and the data dimension. Such connection

increases the understanding of the collected data, in particular, the

interpretation of the data, as well as the data validity presented in the

data dimension. Echeverria et al.'s (2019) study is an example of a

pervasive learning activity where activity data, such as logs, heart
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rate and proximity data, can support nursing students to reflect on

their collaborative learning experiences more holistically, on individ-

ual and group levels, augmenting their perception and cognition. In

our study, most of our participants recognized the potential applica-

tions of EEG data at a classroom level, amidst the discomfort it cau-

ses, and contrary to the evidence in the literature which verifies the

value of EEG data in measuring cognitive functions and dimensions

of learning at an individual level (Antonenko et al., 2010; Galán &

Beal, 2012; Klimesch, 1999). Moreover, although facial expressions

were not mentioned by the participants, possibly due to the risks of

pervasive surveillance (Ogan, 2019), wristband sensors and cameras

from the instrument dimension, might become an unobtrusive and a

powerful instrumentation that researchers can easily scale up at a

classroom level (McDuff et al., 2012; Ogan, 2019). However, for now,

a good alternative towards which the MLA community can focus, as

it might be more acceptable and decrease concerns of pervasive sur-

veillance, is the approach proposed by Stone et al. (2019), in which

they use natural language processing to provide teachers with mean-

ingful automated feedback about the quality of their classroom

discourse.

The connection between the data dimension and the engagement

dimension opens many opportunities for researchers and educators to

distinguish between cognitive, affective, and motivational engagement,

and understand learning in a variety of contexts. At present, engage-

ment is one of the most misused and overgeneralised constructs in

educational research (Azevedo, 2015), which can benefit from exami-

nation on a grain-sized continuum utilizing multimodal data, from an

individual in the moment to a group of learners in a class (Sinatra

et al., 2015). To that end, the participants in our study highlighted

their expectations for a change in perspective among educators, on

how teachers address progress and engagement in learning. Students,

in our study, believed that their learning progress could and should be

explained as a combination of mental, behavioural and motivational

aspects, rather than inferred from a unimodal perspective of perfor-

mance metrics. The cognitive-affective significance in learning

prompted our participants to require educators to differentiate

between cognitive and affective states, because being frustrated or

cognitively challenged are two different things (D'Mello &

Graesser, 2011, 2012). Consequently, advances in modelling and mea-

suring various dimensions of engagement (e.g., affective, cognitive,

motivational) can lead to instructional and design recommendations

for learning environments, tools, and interfaces that effectively

engage students (Azevedo, 2015).

Different dimensions of engagement can play an important role in

the connection between the data dimension and the teacher inquiry

dimension. As shown in Figure 3, CS students believe that multimodal

data can improve teaching practices, optimize orchestration, and lead

to learning design recommendations for pedagogical intent. Prior

research has already shown the value of multimodal data for educa-

tors' role in orchestrating (e.g., designing, managing, adapting) learning

activities at multiple social levels (Aslan et al., 2019;

Dillenbourg, 2013; Prieto et al., 2018). In our study, the participants

expressed that EEG data can assist educators in instructional

decision-making, as educators can gain insights into how learners

understand the lecture material, how concentrated they are, what

parts of the lecture are difficult or boring, so that they can make

changes or interventions accordingly (e.g., (re)design lectures), and even

find the optimal engagement level that fits the audience as well as the

instructor (Hassib et al., 2017). The participants also expressed their

positive attitudes regarding gaze data in (re)designing assignments or

optimizing the instructional scaffolding, as shown in the teacher

inquiry dimension. In fact, today's technological advances can support

for shifts of interaction and attention accommodating a wide variety

of users. However, we need to scale up and transform the existing

methods to comprehend and address the evolving human needs, with-

out being steered by the current technological capabilities

(Stephanidis et al., 2019).

Fostering and supporting healthy behaviours with the help of

technology advocates for positive human development and learning

progress that may prevent, reduce, and manage stress

(Coventry, 2012). Therefore, a careful consideration behind the rea-

sons why we need to design a specific learning technology should

produce outcomes that surpass the ever-increasing availability of data

about students in learning environments. In our study, CS students

expressed several ideas presented in the objective dimension, ranging

from increase in motivation and emotional awareness, identification of

areas of improvement, monitoring and reflection, to detecting

unproductive phases for optimisation and personalisation. The objec-

tive dimension in this paper touches upon the gap in the current liter-

ature why researchers and designers do not frequently engage with

students in the design process (Buckingham Shum et al., 2019). In

general, the role of students has been limited to participation in

usability evaluations after deployment of tools (Corrin & De

Barba, 2015; Lim et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019). On the one hand,

researchers and designers cannot consider students to be experts

about the possibilities of emerging technologies. While this argument

carries some weight, students certainly have expertise in certain other

aspects, such as their own learning experiences, the challenges they

face, and their preferences. This opposing argument acknowledges

that students are not experts in pedagogy, nor have formal education

training, but their voices regarding their needs and preferences can be

valuable assets for designing effective learning tools, interfaces, and

technologies that will ultimately be used by them or for their own

benefit.

Finally, the connection between the internal and the external

dimensions with the data dimension, emphasizes the importance of

ethics and privacy. These are two themes that have always been

significant in all technological domains (Stephanidis et al., 2019),

and discussed for a long time in the learning analytics community

(Drachsler & Greller, 2016; Slade & Prinsloo, 2013). While privacy

relates to the ‘right to freedom from surveillance or unauthorized

disclosure of one's personal information’ (Corrin et al., 2019, p. 10),

ethics refers to social and cultural conventions, doing the right

thing with data considering human values. As shown in Figure 3,

privacy in the external limitations dimension refers to data access

and data sharing. CS students in our study, expressed concerns and
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lack of willingness to give access and share data from their bio-

markers.

In comparison, Tsai et al. (2020) found that students trust universi-

ties in handling their data, although they are aware that they cannot

prevent universities to use their data. This is known as privacy paradox,

because although students are protective over their data, they are also

indifferent in taking appropriate actions to ensure data security (Tsai

et al., 2020). However, Tsai et al. (2020) did not analyse multimodal

data but rather asked students about other more typically types of data

commonly used in learning analytics, such as clickstreams, academic,

and socio-demographic-economic data. In our study, multimodal data

includes physiological data, electrophysiological activity of the brain,

and body-related data, which are perceived as more invasive (under-

the-skin) types of data that can impose an additional moral dilemma—

one's right to control the use and disposition of one's body

(Alterman, 2003). Therefore, because multimodal data can include more

intimate types of data that might be affected by various factors

unrelated to learning (Järvelä et al., 2019), not all data captured about

learners is relevant to the learning activity. Thereby, access and use of

multimodal data require a stronger focus on privacy protection.

Ethics in the external limitations dimension refers to data pro-

fiting, data misuse and unequal power relations. CS students

expressed their concerns regarding these issues and suggested that

researchers and educators need to consider it when designing learn-

ing technologies, due to the need for quality, trust and sense of

agency (Scheffel et al., 2014). They also believe that one way to

avoid these issues and employ analytics to pursue positive outcomes

and benefits in education, requires educators to be incentivized and

supported in interpreting and acting upon the outcomes of the data

analysis, because data could never provide educators with a full

understanding of students learning experiences. Moreover, educa-

tors' knowledge (e.g., data literacy, misconceptions) and abilities

(e.g., critical thinking) presented in the internal limitations dimension

play an important role in the connection between the data dimen-

sion, and the external limitations dimension. Educators are required

to apply analytics output as an input in subsequent decision-making,

such as, interventions, scaffolds, and (re)design of lectures or assign-

ments, presented in the teacher inquiry dimension. Hence, if educa-

tors are not able to make sense of the data, and link that data with a

pedagogical intent, their responsive actions towards learners may be

vulnerable to misinterpretation and bias (Wise & Jung, 2019). These

insights highlight that the value of technology is not only with the

functionality of a tool, but also with the subsequent importance to

the people who use it (identification of the meaning which the tech-

nology offer, i.e., the why).

5.1 | Limitations

In addition to reporting the contributions from our study, we also

report some limitations to which our contributions are subjected

to. First, we acknowledge the potential bias in the sampling. The

participants in our study were CS students that already had some

experience with sensor devices, such as a smart watch. Therefore,

the findings do not represent perspectives of students who are not

familiar with sensor devices as consumers. This sampling bias also

implies that such students may be more familiarized with multi-

modal data that are captured with their smartwatches, which they

tend to use it as interactive tools rather than learning tools. In addi-

tion, most of our participants in the sample were overwhelmingly

male, suggesting that female CS students might have different atti-

tudes. Second, our study privileged computer-mediated learning,

where our students were engaged individually with a computing

device for the entire activity, reflecting a certain learning context,

that is, computer-supported individual learning. Finally, the study

was performed in a controlled environment that might affect the

ecology of the study, because the participants were aware of the

physiological data collection, which may cause increase in desire

‘to perform’ and generate good biomarker metrics. Also, because

the participants were subjected to a walk-through in the sensor

devices before the start of the learning activity, the wording of the

information might have influenced some of the participants'

perceptions.

6 | CONCLUDING REMARKS

Based on the findings of our analysis, we argue that incorporating

human values and needs in the design of learning technologies

requires multi-disciplinary approaches, new methods, skills and knowl-

edge, to ensure that technology will serve users' needs in the most

ethical and practical way. To that end, our paper aims to provoke

deeper, more productive reflections and conversations about multi-

modal data and its value for learners in higher education. Like in every

scientific discipline, there is no single, unambiguous truth to discern;

thus, moving the field of educational technology forward is fraught

with risks and obstacles, that can be overcome with a consolidated

model of theory, human-centred design and data science.
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APPENDIX A.

PARTICIPANTS' WALK-THROUGH OF THE DATA STREAMS (I.E.,

BRAIN ACTIVITY, GAZE DATA, FACIAL DATA AND

PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA SUCH AS HEART RATE) USED IN

THE STUDY

During the learning activity, which will last for 45 min, we will be col-

lecting data from you using the sensors that we just placed on you

(i.e., on your head and on your wrist) and the sensors that are

attached on the computer screen. We will not show you any measures

from your data during the learning activity, nor we will show you the

raw collected data. However, because this is your data you have the

right to know what type of data we actually will collect. If you do not

feel comfortable after hearing the type of data we will be collecting

and after reading the consent form, you are free to leave the study,

now or at any moment you would like to.

This is a quick walk-through the types of data that we will be

collecting:

1. Let us start with the camera. The camera is focused on your face

and will record your expressions throughout the activity. When-

ever you are smiling or you are bored we will be able to see that

once we analyse the video recordings.

2. The eye tracker that is placed at the bottom of the computer

screen will record your gaze. With this device, we will be able

to see where you were looking at on the screen during the

activity.

3. The sensor device that you have on your wrist is similar to a smart

watch. Using this device, we will follow and record your heart rate

(i.e., whether your heart beats faster or slower and when during

the learning activity); the temperature of your skin (because,

e.g., due to various physical and emotional stimuli [cold weather,

stress] your blood vessels can increase or decrease the flow of the

blood and with that cause decrease or increase in the temperature

of your skin); and the electrical activity of your skin which changes

when your glands are active (e.g., you are having ‘wet’ palms when

you are worried or nervous). As you can see on the phone screen,

the data are continuous and presented as signal waves along the x-

and y-axes.

4. Finally, on your head you have an electroencephalogram cap

that will collect data from the activity of your brain. There are

20 electrodes (one is attached on your ear) that will record dif-

ferent brain waves from different regions on your head during

the activity. As you can see now on the interface, where I am

checking to see if all of the electrodes are green and picking up

signal, the data are continuous and presented as signal waves

along the x- and y-axes. The signal line can have a different

shape (depending on frequency and amplitude) which represents

different states, depending if you are expressing excitement or

relaxation.
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